
PERSPECTIVE
PRACTICAL GUIDE TO LINEAR



REMEMBER THIS? We mentioned a few days ago:
- Far away elements appear faded away.
- Line parallels in nature converge to one point.



AERIAL 
PERSPECTIVE

Close = more contrast (dark/light), more detail
Far away = less contrast, faded to blue-ish tone



LINEAR 
PERSPECTIVE

Close = bigger, far = smaller.



DUH? Those people are NOT smaller than my hand!



PRE-PERSPECTIVE
ART

... but that wasn’t always so obvious!



“RE-DISCOVERY” OF
PERSPECTIVE

Filippo Brunelleschi, ca. 1425:
“...parallel lines appear to converge at a single 
point in the distance.”
 



GEOMETRIC
METHOD

Soon perspective could be precisely calculated 
applying a set of geometrical principles, first 
introduced by Leon Battista Alberti.



“SEE” BETTER These principles will help you understand 
why things look the way they we see them, to 
complement your vision with more accuracy.



“IMAGINE” BETTER More importantly, these principles will help you 
understand, visualize and analise those spaces 
that only exist in your mind.



BASIC CONCEPTS
• Picture Plane

• Foreshortening

• Convergence

• Vanishing Points

• Horizon (Eye Level)



PICTURE PLANE Perspective drawing is a mathematical method 
of “flattening” the 3D space that you see onto 
the surface of your drawing, “a picture plane”.



Picture plane is always perpendicular 
to the direction we are looking at.

90˚



FORESHORTENING Only shapes parallel to picture plane = real size.
The more they rotate away,
they more they appear to be shortened.



FORESHORTENING That’s why the top of the bucket doesnt look like 
a circle, but ellipse (shortened).



CONVERGENCE Lines that are parallel in nature appear to
converge to a single point.



VANISHING POINT ... is a point where “parallel” lines converge.
Finding out vanishing points help us draw faster 
with more accuracy.



VANISHING POINTS Each set of lines parallel in nature
has their own vanishing point.
Many of them may end up off the paper.



HORIZON / 
EYE LEVEL

All vanishing points for lines horizontal in 
nature will always fall on horizon: a line that 
correspont exactly to the eye level of the viewer.



PERSPECTIVE
DRAWING TYPES

• 1-point perspective

• 2-point perspective

• 3-point perspective



1-POINT
PERSPECTIVE

Only one dominant vantage point.
Viewer facing front wall directly.



1-POINT
PERSPECTIVE

Front wall parallel to picture plane.

PICTURE PLANE



1-POINT
PERSPECTIVE

Front wall parallel to picture plane.
Front wall no foreshotening.

PICTURE PLANE

NOT foreshortened
Foreshortenedd



2-POINT
PERSPECTIVE

Two dominant vantage point.
Picture plane not parallel to any important wall 
or other object.

PICTURE PLANE



2-POINT
PERSPECTIVE

Most of the lines are foreshortened.

PICTURE PLANE

NOT foreshortened
Foreshortenedd



2-POINT
PERSPECTIVE

But as long as our picture plane is vertical,
vertical lines will not be foreshortened!

PI
C

TU
RE

 P
LA

N
E NOT foreshortened

Foreshortenedd



3-POINT
PERSPECTIVE

If we look up or down, than our picture plane is 
no longer parallel to any dominant element,
so everthing is foreshortened.



3-POINT
PERSPECTIVE

If we look up or down, than our picture plane is 
no longer parallel to any dominant element,
so everthing is foreshortened.
We typically get 3 vantage points.

V1 V2

V3



1-POINT
PERSPECTIVE

- One dominant vantage point.
- Lines we see frontal are not foreshortened,
only the ones that move in depth are.
- Easiest to draw.



2-POINT
PERSPECTIVE

- Two dominant vantage point
- Picture plane is still vertical.
- All the lines except the vertical ones are 
foreshortened.



3-POINT
PERSPECTIVE

- Three dominant vantage point
- Picture plane is not vertical.
- All the lines are foreshortened.



HORIZON / EYE LEVEL



HORIZON / 
EYE LEVEL

All vanishing points for lines horizontal in 
nature will always fall on horizon: a line that 
correspont exactly to the eye level of the viewer.



WHAT IS 
EYE LEVEL?

Eye level / horizon is imaginary horizontal plane 
that goes exactly through the eye of the viewer.
It appears as a horizon line on an image.



HORIZON “MOVES”
WITH YOUR EYE

... and with horizon, all the lines that converge on 
it will follow.



HORIZON “MOVES”
WITH YOUR EYE

... and with horizon, all the lines that converge on 
it will follow.



VIEWER POSITION

ABOVE

BELOW

Just by looking at horizon line, we can
deduce how high the viewer’s eye is positioned.



STANDING
HEIGHT

If you take a photo (or a drawing) from a normal 
standing position, horizon will “intersect” all 
people around you “throught” their eyes.



LOWER
VIEWPOINT

However, if you lower (or raise) your view point, 
people’s heads will no longer be aligned.
Here we see that knees are mostly alinged, 
because that’s where the horizon line is.



EYE LEVEL: 
PLAZA +1.9m

Photo taken from a phone holding slightly above 
eye level, aligns with eye level of most of the 
people standing on the square.
Person with a hat is apparently much lower.

VANTAGE POINTS

HORIZON



EYE LEVEL: 
PLAZA +6.8m

As high as nearly half a way up the opposed street, 
or slightly higher than the (imaginary) person 
standing on the “Candido” balcony.



HOW DO WE KNOW 
IT’S +6.8m?

We measure using these two persons on plaza, 
“projecting” their height on a near-by column.
Horizon is almost 4x their height 
(estimated at 1.7m)



STREET LEVEL
+12.5m

Around 6.75x height of a young man standing 
right next by te column (estimated at 1.85m).



STREET LEVEL
+19.0m

As high as a person on top on the opposite side.
About 2.75x higher than the height of a photo a 
couple of slides ago (position A) which we had 
estimated at 6.8m.



EYE LEVEL
IN SKETCHES

When presenting your ideas, your public will 
identify subconsciously with the point of view 
(eye level) you choose, so choose carefully!

HELICOPTER?

STREET LEVEL

BALCONY,
1/2 height



PUTTING IT TO PRACTICE



SKETCHING USING
PERSPECTIVE

Let’s see how to apply these rules to draw a simple 
perspective of the studio.



FRAME As before, first decide what part of entire space 
you want to draw (roughly 3:2 proportions).



FIND
HORIZON

By visually extending dominant horizontal line, 
try to find where the horizon line is within your 
frame.

HORIZON



FIND
HORIZON

Then define where exactly horizon falls on your 
frame by comparing the length the parts above 
and below it, similar to this:

HORIZON

A

A

1/3A



DRAW HORIZON Now draw the horizon using the same proportion 
of above/below portions of the image.
Drawing horizon helps you “anchor” the image.

HORIZON

A

A

4/3A



FIND
VANTAGE POINT

Next step would be to find and measure 
position dominant vantage point (where most 
lines converge, especially in an interior space).

HORIZON

A2A



DRAW
VANTAGE POINT

Next step is to mark the vantage point on the 
paper, by dividing the horizon line according to 
the proportion we measured using pencil.

A



DEFINE MAIN
SPACE

- Where main converging lines end on a frame?
- Measure the proportion of the frontal wall and  
position of vantage point on it.
Parallel to picture plane => wall is not shortened.



A

DRAW MAIN
SPACE

When drawing the front wall, use the converging 
lines to check and control the rectangle (the 
corners of the wall must fall on these lines).



MORE CONVERGING
LINES

Find more converging line, including the ones 
that connect the parallel objects such as chairs, 
ceiling lamps, window sills....



MORE CONVERGING
LINES



START FILLING IN Use combination of pencil measurements and 
estimation by eye and control what you draw via 
converging lines.



YOUR TURN!
• Look straight at the wall.

• Horizon.

• Main vantage point.

• Converging lines of the room 

(ceiling, walls, floor).

• Draw main space

• Add a few elements.



A BIT OF THEORY...



VANTAGE POINTS
VS. EYE POSITION

Position of vantage points depends on your 
position in space, similarly to how position of 
horizon depends on your eye level height.

Close to left wall:
Left wall very shortened.

Close to right wall:
Right wall very shortened.

Near the center of the room: 
Both left and walls equally 
shortened.



VANTAGE POINTS
VS. EYE POSITION

And that position can be easily and accurately 
calculated from where we stand (or sit) in space!



Let’s image we’re standing in front of the 
cube, as seen from the top.

The cube would look like this if we drew a 
perspective. But how do we know where 
the V1 and V2 vanishing points are?

PICTURE PLANE

ME >

V1 V2



To get the position of a vantage point for 
a set of parallel lines...

... we imagine a line parallel to them from 
our eye towards picture plane.

V1

PARALLEL

V2



To get the position of a vantage point for 
a set of parallel lines...

... we imagine a line parallel to them from 
our eye towards picture plane.

Vintage point is positioned exactly where 
that parallel line intersects picture plane.

V1

V1

PARALLEL PA
RA

LL
EL

V2

V2



PARALLEL ARMS
METHOD

Knowledge of this can help you figure out and 
measure where the far-away vantage points fall.



MORE PRACTICAL TIPS



SUBDIVISION Often it will be impractical or imprecise to try 
to measure many repeating elements and draw 
them correctly based on measurements alone.

?



SUBDIVISION So instead of measuring distance between each 
column, you first measure and draw the distance 
between 5 columns (4 openings).



SUBDIVISION Then draw diagonals between these lines.
At their exact intersection is where the middle 
column will be positioned visually.



SUBDIVISION Repeat again to add another subdivision, so now 
we have divided the original space in 4.



SUBDIVISION You can repeat the same subdivision process to 
get the positions of any repeating elements (very 
often: windows, columns...)



SUBDIVISION Simple rule:
To locate the mid point, use diagonals.



EXTENSION Exactly as subdivision, only opposite:
how do I add another module like the one I have?

-> ?



EXTENSION Inverting the previous principle, draw a line from 
one corner through the middle of the opposite 
vertical:



EXTENSION Our next segment begins at the intersection of 
that diagonal and the convergine line.



ANY NUMBER OF
SEGMENTS?

1/3?

What if say we want to divide in 3 instead in half?



ANY NUMBER OF
SEGMENTS?

First draw a horizontal line from one corner of 
the dimension we want to divide, and mark a 
number of equal spaces (3 in this case).



ANY NUMBER OF
SEGMENTS?

Connect last point with the opposite corner, and 
continue towards horizon.
This will be our “helper vantage point” (HVP).



ANY NUMBER OF
SEGMENTS?

Now connect our helper vantage point to other 
ticks we made on our horizontal line.



ANY NUMBER OF
SEGMENTS?

Intersection of these lines with our figure will 
give us the correct division of our wall in 3 parts 
as seen in  perspective foreshortening.



ANY NUMBER OF
SEGMENTS?

This principle works for any number of segments.



CIRCLES, ARCS? Another very commonly present shape in 
architecture.



CIRCLES, ARCS? Start by drawing a “rectangle around arc” using 
the verticals and the converging lines.



CIRCLES, ARCS? The find the center of the arc using diagonals, 
and based on that, the top point (in nature, not 
in our drawing).



CIRCLES, ARCS? Using the top point and other two end points of 
an arc, we now have 3 points and 3 tangents, to 
draw the part of the ellipse inside.



DRAWING
CIRCLES AND ARCS

For drawing circles and arcs, always first draw the 
“bounding rectangle” and then inscribe them in.



RECOMMENDED 
READING



PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER



 
SKETCHING FROM
IMAGINATION

• Dining room, 4x4m large

• Ceiling height: 3m

• Glass wall to the garden 

on the right side.



HOMEWORK:
2 PERSPECTIVE SKETCHES

• One point perspective.

• Sketch your current room, 

by looking at it.

• Sketch your room back home, 

from your memory.


